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It is extremely important to devise a reliable method to extrat spetrosopi fators from transfer
ross setions. We analyse the standard DWBA proedure and ombine it with the asymptoti
normalisation oeient, extrated from an independent data set. We nd that the single partile
parameters used in the past generate inonsistent asymptoti normalization oeients. In order
to obtain a onsistent spetrosopi fator, non-standard parameters for the single partile overlap
funtions an be used but, as a onsequene, often redued spetrosopi strengths emerge. Dierent
hoies of optial potentials and higher order eets in the reation model are also studied. Our
test ases onsist of:
14
C(d,p)
15
C(g.s.) at Elabd = 14 MeV,
16
O(d,p)
17
O(g.s.) at Elabd = 15 MeV and
40
Ca(d,p)
41
Ca(g.s.) at Elabd = 11 MeV. We underline the importane of performing experiments
speially designed to extrat ANCs for these systems.
PACS numbers: 21.10.Jx, 24.10.-i, 24.50.+g, 25.40.Hs
I. INTRODUCTION
The shell model formalism rst introdued Spetrosopi Fators (SF) to desribe the shell oupany [1℄. In
partiular, S
f,i
lj , the single partile SF, is dened as the norm of the overlap funtion of a nuleus (A+1) in a
partiular state i with a nuleus A in a state f , where the valene nuleon is in an orbital with orbital and total
angular momentum (l, j). These SFs have been extensively ompared with those extrated from reations. At present
ab-initio alulations are improving the auray of the alulated SFs (e.g. [2, 3℄). One would eventually like to have
a very aurate probe that ould test the preditions of these models and ould disentangle the relevant elements of
the NN fore that are still missing, espeially when moving toward the driplines.
From the experimentalist point of view, a spetrosopi fator is a ratio of measured to predited dierential
ross setions. Phenomenologial spetrosopi fators are extensively used in a variety of topis, from nulear
reations to astrophysis or applied physis, yet the proedure for their extration from the data has remained
essentially the same for deades. Most of the work in the sixties and seventies used diret transfer reations, suh
as (d, p), (d, t), (3He, d), (3He, α), as the entral tool [4, 5, 6℄. However transfer analyses have a reputation of large
unertainties.
Other methods to extrat spetrosopi information inlude the (e,e'p) reations or the nulear knokout in inverse
kinematis. For stable nulei, there have been many eletron knokout experiments. They have provided SFs with
rather small error bars [7℄. The analysis of these measurements along a wide mass range, for single partile states
with expeted SFs lose to unity, show an overall redution of the SF (≈ 0.6). The soure of this redution is not yet
well understood [8℄ although one expets NN short or long range orrelations whih are not inluded in the present
day non-ab-initio shell model to ontribute.
Nulear Knokout in inverse kinematis using radioative beams is a new probe introdued at the NSCL [9℄. A
systemati study of spetrosopy on a variety of nulei, ranging from the stability valley to the proton dripline, have
been performed using this tehnique. It is found that the measured spetrosopi fators suer from a redution
∗
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2relative to the Shell Model preditions and the redution fator hanges with binding energy [10℄. Again, it is not
lear where this quenhing [1℄ omes from. Of ourse, as (e,e'p), this tehnique is only suitable for studying the single
partile struture of the ground states of nulei.
The (e,e'p) ross setion is sensitive to the struture all the way to the inside of the nuleus, whereas the transfer
is typially peripheral and surfae peaked. The knokout reations with radioative beams have been performed in a
kinematial regime where the eikonal approximation an be used, to simplify the reation theory and to redue the
reation model unertainties [6℄. Nulear knokout results [1℄ are in agreement with the (e,e'p) SFs for the tested
stable losed shell nulei [11℄. Transfer and (e,e'p) have also been ompared [7℄ for
48
Ca. Earlier transfer studies
provided a spetrosopi fator for the last proton lose to unity, but a reanalysis by [7℄ inluding nite-range and
non-loal eets in the transfer reation model, show that the transfer result an be brought down to 0.6, the (e,e'p)
value.
The spetrosopi fator is the norm of the overlap funtion, whih peaks well inside the nulear radius RN . As
the (e,e'p) reation an probe the nulear interior, it is suitable for extrating SFs as long as the reation mehanism
is well understood. However there are some problems with the high momentum transfer omponent, assoiated with
probing the inside of the nuleus, beause then the Born approximation is not valid [12℄. For exoti nulei near or
on the driplines, transfer reations are a unique tool and, hene, an have a large impat in the programs of the new
generation rare isotope laboratories.
The standard framework for analysing transfer data with the intent of extrating SFs is the distorted-wave Born
approximation (DWBA). Overall, it has been very suessful in desribing angular distributions at forward angles
and less so for the larger angles where higher order beome more important. The SF is the normalization needed for
the alulated DWBA dierential ross setion to math the experimental one at forward angles (e.g. [13, 14, 15℄).
The unertainty of the extrated SF resulting from the normalization of the DWBA ross setion is assumed to be
∼ 30%, even if the statistial errors are low. The reasons for this inauray are typially attributed to ambiguities
in the optial potentials, the inadequay of the DWBA reation theory, or the dependene on the single-partile
potential parameters. Reently, systemati studies on
12
C(d,p)
13
C have shown that it is possible to bring SFs into
onformity using a global optial potential presription [16, 17℄, whereas arbitrary hoies of the optial potential will
hold disparate results. As to the reation mehanism, there are many studies on the validity of DWBA (e.g. [18℄)
and typially the reation mehanism needs to be heked ase by ase. In addition, Hartree-Fok densities have been
suggested as a mean to onstrain the single partile parameters [19℄. Therein, the single partile radii for the Ca
isotopes were adjusted to reprodue the known rms matter radii, and zero range DWBA alulations were performed
to extrat the SFs.
In [20℄, a ombined method of extrating SFs from transfer reations was introdued. This method an also be
applied to breakup and (e,e'p) reations. The ombined method, whih is based on the introdution of the asymptoti
normalization oeients (ANC) into the transfer analysis, allows one to signiantly redue the unertainty in the
hoie of the bound state potential parameters and to test the DWBA or other underlying reation theory. In the
ombined method the ANC should be determined from an independent measurement of a peripheral reation while
the SF is determined from transfer reations whih are sensitive to the nulear interior. In [20℄ we emphasize that
xing the ANC is absolutely neessary, sine even when the beam energy is well above the Coulomb barrier, most of
the reation happens in the asymptoti region. It has been found [20℄ that, in (d, p) reations, the standard single
partile parameters for the radius r0 = 1.2 fm and diuseness a = 0.65, whih typially provide unit SF for losed
shell nulei, do not reprodue the value of the ANC extrated from the lower energy measurement. In this work we
expand on the ideas of the ombined method, and explore other unertainties (suh as optial potentials and higher
order eets) to attempt a uniation of the SF and the ANC, searhing for a reation desription whih is pratial
and gives reliable spetrosopi information.
In setion II we present a short desription of the theoretial framework. In Setion III we detail the results for
our three test ases: IIIA for DWBA results using a global deuteron optial potential, IIIB for DWBA results where
the deuteron potential is obtain from a diret t to the elasti, IIIC for results inluding deuteron breakup within
the adiabati model, IIID for heks of other higher order eets and also in IIIE a further analysis of peripherality.
Finally, a disussion of the results and onlusions are drawn in setion IV.
II. REACTION FORMALISM AND SPECTROSCOPY
The entral element of the analysis of the transfer reation A(d, p)B [20℄ is the overlap funtion IBAn(r) between
bound-states of nulei B = A + n and A whih depends on r, the radius-vetor onneting the enter of mass of A
with n. The square norm of the overlap funtion gives a model-independent denition of the SF. It is important to
keep in mind that most of the ontribution to the SF omes from the interior.
3The radial overlap funtion (for B = A+ n) behaves as a spherial Bessel funtion for large distanes:
IBAn(lj)(r)
r>RN≈ Clj i κ hl(i κ r). (1)
Here, κ =
√
2µAn εAn, where εAn is the binding energy for B → A + n, and µAn is the redued mass of A and
n. RN represents a radius beyond whih the nulear potential is negligible and Clj is referred to as the asymptoti
normalization oeient (ANC).
The standard pratie is to take the radial dependene of the overlap funtion from the single partile orbital. This
radial wavefuntion is usually generated by a Woods Saxon potential with a given geometry. The depths are adjusted
suh that the single partile orbital has the orret separation energy and quantum numbers (n, l, j). Generally, the
single partile orbital has the same asymptoti behaviour as the many-body overlap funtion:
ϕAn(nrlj)(r)
r>RN≈ bnrlj i κ hl(i κ r), (2)
where bnrlj is the single-partile ANC (SPANC). From the relations in Eqs. (1) and (2), and under the assumption
that the many-body overlap is indeed proportional to the single partile funtion all the way down to r = 0, the ANC
and the SF are related by C2lj = Snrlj b
2
nrlj
. So far, it is hard to hek the exatness of this proportionality given the
auray of the asymptotis of the wavefuntion obtained from ab-initio alulations.
For A(d, p)B, the one-step post-form nite range DWBA amplitude is given by:
M =< ψ
(−)
f I
B
An|∆V |ϕpn ψ(+)i >, (3)
where ∆V = Vpn + VpA − UpB is the transition operator, Vij is the interation potential between i and j, and UpB is
the optial potential in the nal-state. ψ
(+)
i and ψ
(−)
f are the distorted waves in the initial and nal states and ϕpn
is the deuteron bound-state wave funtion.
In [20℄, the reation amplitude is split into interior and exterior parts. The normalisation of the former is determined
by the SF while the ANC governs the normalisation of the latter. We introdue the ratio Rth(bnrlj) =
σth(θpeak)
b2
nrlj
to
ompare with the experimental ounterpart Rexp = σexp(θpeak)
(Cexp
lj
)2
. Introduing the information about the ANC xes the
exterior ontribution. If the reation is ompletely peripheral, its ross setion will sale diretly as C2lj , but will hold
no information on the SF. If there is an interior ontribution, the theoretial ross setion has a non-trivial dependene
on the SPANC bnrlj whih an be onstrained by R
th(bnrlj) = Rexp. Hene, peripheral reations are ideal to extrat
ANCs but useless for extrating SFs. To determine SFs one should explore non-peripheral reations.
The ombined method presented in [20℄ tries to isolate the ambiguity oming from the single partile parameters
but the resulting SFs are often smaller than those produed by shell model. As in this method, the interior part plays
an important role to determine the SF, the results will be more sensitive to the optial potentials and oupling eets.
With global optial potentials, the single partile parameters obtained from Rth(bnrlj) = Rexp are often far from
the onventional values, and the orresponding angular distributions provide a worse desription of the data, when
ompared to the standard proedure. The main questions we want to address here is whether DWBA (or higher order
reation theory) allows us to extrat orret SFs when xing the peripheral part of the transfer amplitude through
the experimentally determined ANCs.
III. RESULTS
The most important onsequene of the work in [20℄ is the fat that within the standard DWBA approah, the
extrated spetrosopi fators are inonsistent with the ANCs obtained through independent measurements. This
will be illustrated through the examples in this setion.
By standard DWBA we mean the framework in whih the 1-step transfer matrix element is evaluated with inoming
and outgoing distorted waves alulated by tting the deuteron and proton elasti sattering with loal optial
potentials. The transfer operator ontains nite range eets as well as the full omplex remnant term.
ANCs an be extrated from sub-Coulomb reations, whih are Coulomb dominated and ontain virtually no
ontribution from the nulear interior. For the
17
O(g.s.) ase, we have two sets of heavy ion ollision data that
provide C2d5/2 = 0.67 ± 0.05 fm−1 [21℄ and C2d5/2 = 0.69 ± 0.03 fm−1 [22℄ respetively. For the other two ases, no
heavy ion transfer data exist, therefore alternative data was used. For
15
C(g.s.) knokout data from [23℄ and [24℄ was
jointly used in [25℄ to extrat an ANC of C2s1/2 = 1.48± 0.18 fm−1. Note that other values an be obtained through
dierent types of reations suh as apture [26℄. We want to be onsistent with the ANC extrations in all three test
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Figure 1:
14
C(d, p)15C at Ed = 14 MeV with a global deuteron potential (DWBAg). Data from [32℄.
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Figure 2:
16
O(d, p)17O at Ed = 15 MeV with a global deuteron potential (DWBAg). Data from [33℄.
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Figure 3:
40
Ca(d, p)41Ca at Ed = 11 MeV with a global deuteron potential (DWBAg). Data from [34℄.
ases, thus we use the ANC obtained through nulear proesses. For
41
Ca(g.s.), (d,p) data at sub-Coulomb energies
was used [27℄ from whih we obtain C2f7/2 = 8.36± 0.42 fm−1.
5Table I: SFs and ANCs obtained from DWBA analyses: perey and perey potential for the deuteron.
14
C (14 MeV)
16
O (15 MeV)
40
Ca (11 MeV)
r0 (fm) b (fm
−1
) SF C2 (fm−1) b (fm−1) SF C2 (fm−1) b (fm−1) SF C2 (fm−1)
1.01 1.342 1.40 2.516 0.675 1.54 0.700 1.322 1.66 2.900
1.11 1.377 1.33 2.527 0.753 1.28 0.723 1.664 1.18 3.273
1.21 1.415 1.27 2.541 0.841 1.05 0.745 2.091 0.834 3.647
1.31 1.454 1.21 2.554 0.940 0.869 0.767 2.623 0.583 4.018
1.41 1.496 1.15 2.572 1.050 0.716 0.789 3.283 0.407 4.390
1.51 1.540 1.09 2.592 1.173 0.589 0.811 4.099 0.284 4.775
1.61 1.586 1.04 2.621 1.310 0.486 0.833 5.107 0.199 5.198
1.71 1.635 0.995 2.659 1.462 0.401 0.857 6.347 0.141 5.682
1.81 1.686 0.953 2.710 1.631 0.332 0.883 7.872 0.101 6.260
1.91 1.740 0.918 2.777 1.818 0.275 0.911 9.744 0.073 6.968
C2exp 1.48 ± 0.18 fm
−1 C2exp 0.67 ± 0.05 fm
−1 C2exp 8.36± 0.42 fm
−1
The transfer alulations are performed for
14
C(d,p)
15
C(g.s.) at Elabd = 14MeV [32℄,
16
O(d,p)
17
O(g.s.) at Elabd = 15
MeV [33℄, and
40
Ca(d,p)
41
Ca(g.s.) at Elabd = 11 MeV [34℄. These reations were hosen beause both elasti and
transfer data exist at the same energy. All data an be found on the database website at Mihigan State University
[35℄. Calulations were performed with the ode freso [36℄.
A. DWBA with global deuteron potential
We perform nite-range post-form DWBA alulations, inluding the full omplex transition operator ∆V . The
Reid-Soft-Core interation [30℄ is used for the deuteron ground state wavefuntion, and inludes both S- and D-waves.
We use the entral part of the Reid-Soft-Core interation for Vnp in the transfer operator. The diuseness of the single
partile orbital of the nal state is kept xed (a=0.65 fm), but the radius is varied to generate a range of SPANCs.
Throughout this work we will always use the CH89 global parameterization [28℄ for the outgoing distorted waves.
We have heked that by using a dierent proton global potential, spetrosopi fators hange less than 10 %. We
will look into several approahes to determine the initial wavefuntion. In this subsetion we take the Perey & Perey
deuteron potential (PP) [31℄.
The resulting angular distributions are displayed in Figs. 1, 2 and 3, for a subset of r0, and ompared to data.
We will refer to these alulation as DWBAg. Even though it provides a fair desription of the rst peak of the
distribution, it is inadequate for the large angles, where higher order eets beome important. This is a well known
harateristi of DWBA.
For eah single partile radius r0 of B = A + n, the normalization of the rst transfer peak is used to determine
the spetrosopi fator, and the ANCs are obtained diretly from C2lj = Snrlj b
2
nrlj
. Results are presented in Table
I. If one takes the standard radius of 1.21 fm, one an see that the extrated SFs are all lose to unity, but none of
the ANCs are onsistent with the values extrated from experiment, with the most serious mismath for
41
Ca, nearly
a fator of 2. Knokout measurements suggest that in
17
O and
41
Ca there is a redution of the SF to ≈ 0.6. One
an see from Table I, that this SF is reprodued at r0 ≈ 1.4 fm for 17O and r0 ≈ 1.3 fm for 41Ca, but the SF/ANC
inonsisteny is not resolved.
Finite range eets are known to be important in (d,p) reations, but remnant ontributions are often assumed
to be small. We have repeated DWBAg alulations exluding the remnant term and nd that indeed, remnant
ontributions are insigniant for the reations of
14
C and
16
O, but an ontribute up to 30% for the 40Ca(d,p)
reation.
B. DWBA with tted deuteron potential
The elasti hannel data is also available for the three reations under srutiny,
14
C(d,p)
15
C(g.s.) at Elabd = 14
MeV,
16
O(d,p)
17
O(g.s.) at Elabd = 15 MeV and
40
Ca(d,p)
41
Ca(g.s.) at Elabd = 11 MeV. We have repeated this study
using optial potentials tted speially to the orresponding elasti data, using sfreso [36℄. The optial potentials
6Table II: Deuteron optial potential parameters resulting from the t to elasti data (t 1).
A Ebeam (MeV) VR(MeV) RR (fm) aR (fm) Wd(MeV) RI (fm) aI (fm) Vso(MeV) Rso (fm) aso (fm)
14 14 92.880 1.1486 0.596 3.848 1.085 1.347 9.164 0.883 0.244
16 15 115.911 1.017 0.846 11.257 1.073 0.584 11.600 0.578 0.343
40 11 115.177 1.040 0.712 5.287 1.375 0.856 4.486 0.382 0.266
Table III: SFs and ANCs obtain from DWBA analyses: deuteron optial potential diretly tted to the orresponding elasti
data.
14
C (14 MeV)
16
O (15 MeV)
40
Ca (11 MeV)
r0 (fm) b (fm
−1
) SF C2 (fm−1) b (fm−1) SF C2 (fm−1) b (fm−1) SF C2 (fm−1)
1.01 1.34 1.50 2.70 0.67 1.38 0.632 1.32 1.23 2.159
1.11 1.37 1.42 2.70 0.75 1.09 0.622 1.66 0.985 2.729
1.21 1.41 1.35 2.71 0.84 0.869 0.616 2.09 0.748 3.272
1.31 1.45 1.27 2.70 0.93 0.693 0.613 2.62 0.545 3.754
1.41 1.49 1.20 2.69 1.04 0.555 0.613 3.28 0.387 4.172
1.51 1.54 1.13 2.68 1.17 0.447 0.617 4.10 0.271 4.557
1.61 1.58 1.05 2.66 1.31 0.363 0.625 5.11 0.189 4.945
1.71 1.63 0.988 2.64 1.46 0.297 0.636 6.35 0.133 5.380
1.81 1.68 0.921 2.62 1.63 0.244 0.651 7.87 0.095 5.904
1.91 1.74 0.859 2.60 1.81 0.202 0.671 9.75 0.069 6.555
C2exp 1.48 ± 0.18 fm
−1 C2exp 0.67 ± 0.05 fm
−1 C2exp 8.36± 0.42 fm
−1
resulting from the elasti ts are presented in Table II and dier somewhat from the global ompilations. The resulting
transfer ross setions, together with the orresponding elasti sattering, are shown in Figures 4, 5 and 6. We will
refer to these alulations as DWBAf. For both the
14
C(d,p) and the
41
Ca(d,p) reations, the SF/ANC inonsisteny
remains whereas for the
16
O(d,p) a spetrosopi fator of 0.6-1 produes ANCs muh loser to the value extrated
from a sub-Coulomb measurement. This an be seen from Table III where SPANCs, SFs and ANCs are presented as
a funtion of the single partile radius for the three reations under study.
C. Adiabati deuteron potential
It is well known that the deuteron breakup an have an eet on the transfer ross setions. One way to take
this into aount would be to ouple expliitly the deuteron ontinuum within the Continuum Disretized Coupled
Channel (CDCC) method [39℄. The omplexity of the proedure would not be pratial for the general experimental
ommunity. Alternatively, the adiabati method developed by Johnson and Soper [29℄ an be used to desribe the
entrane hannel and obtain the transfer ross setion while inluding the deuteron breakup hannel. This proedure
is by far simpler than the CDCC approah and an easily be used in systemati studies (e.g. [16, 17℄). The three
body wavefuntion for the d− T system obtained with the adiabati approximation has the orret properties in the
range of Vnp yet should not be used in the asymptoti region. For this reason we perform nite range alulations but
do not inlude the remnant term in Eq.(3). Also important is that the deuteron wavefuntion be an eigenstate of Vnp
used in the transfer operator. Transfer matrix elements with the full RSC potential are not simple. Thus we have
used the entral gaussian, retted to reprodue the orret binding energy and the same D as the RSC potential, for
alulating both, the wavefuntion and the transfer operator.
We use the CH89 nuleon potential for the UnT and UpT at half the deuteron inident energy and alulate the
adiabati potential using the parametrization in [40℄ whih inluded nite range orretions. We will refer to these
results as the adiabati wave approximation (ADWA) [41℄. The ross setion obtained for the three reations under
study are presented in Figs. 7-9. In table IV we show the results for the extrated SF and orresponding ANCs.
An overall redution of the spetrosopi fators is observed. The angular distributions show some improvement as
ompared to those within DWBAg or DWBAf. However, it beomes lear that deuteron breakup is unable to remove
7Table IV: SFs and ANCs obtained from ADWA analyses.
14
C (14 MeV)
16
O (15 MeV)
40
Ca (11 MeV)
r0 (fm) b (fm
−1
) SF C2 (fm−1) b (fm−1) SF C2 (fm−1) b (fm−1) SF C2 (fm−1)
1.01 1.34 1.16 2.08 0.67 1.45 0.659 1.32 1.80 3.14
1.11 1.37 1.11 2.10 0.75 1.19 0.675 1.66 1.30 3.57
1.21 1.41 1.06 2.12 0.84 0.974 0.688 2.09 0.895 3.92
1.31 1.45 1.01 2.14 0.93 0.794 0.701 2.62 0.609 4.19
1.41 1.49 0.969 2.17 1.04 0.646 0.712 3.28 0.410 4.43
1.51 1.54 0.928 2.20 1.17 0.526 0.724 4.10 0.278 4.67
1.61 1.58 0.891 2.24 1.31 0.429 0.737 5.11 0.189 4.94
1.71 1.63 0.858 2.30 1.46 0.351 0.751 6.35 0.131 5.28
1.81 1.68 0.830 2.36 1.63 0.289 0.768 7.87 0.092 5.72
1.91 1.74 0.807 2.44 1.81 0.238 0.788 9.75 0.066 6.30
C2exp 1.48 ± 0.18 fm
−1 C2exp 0.67 ± 0.05 fm
−1 C2exp 8.36± 0.42 fm
−1
the inonsisteny between SF and ANC, speially in the
41
Ca ase, where a persistent fator of 2 remains.
As mentioned above, the ADWA results here presented do not inlude the remnant. Results from DWBAg show
that remnant ontributions are not important for the lighter ases under study. Even though remnant ontributions
to
40
Ca(d,p)
41
Ca are not negligible, the magnitude is muh smaller than the mismath observed and we do not
expet their inlusion within ADWA would hange the onlusions. Also, the deuteron wavefuntion for the adiabati
alulations is s-wave only (does not ontain the d-wave and the tensor interation). This eet alone redues the
spetrosopi fators by ≈ 10%. However our onlusions, namely that deuteron breakup annot aount for the
inonsisteny between SF and ANC, remains.
D. Other higher order eets
The transfer ouplings for the examples we are studying are relatively strong, therefore one solution to the inon-
sisteny between SF and ANC ould reside in higher order proesses in the reation mehanism, other than deuteron
breakup. In these alulations our starting point is DWBAf. First we onsider multiple transfer ouplings within the
Coupled Reation Channel approah (CRC). Note that some of these eets are aounted for within ADWA. We
restrit ourselves to the (d,p) transfer oupling onneting ground states of the A and B. For all three reations, we
inrease the number of iterations until onvergene is ahieved. We ret the deuteron optial potentials, so that the
elasti sattering is still well reprodued.
• For 14C(d,p)15C(g.s.) at Elabd = 14 MeV, we nd that there is a signiant eet of higher order transfer
ouplings in the ross setion, whih amounts to a redution of the required SF. Still this does not ompletely
solve the inonsisteny. For example, for r0 = 1.3 fm, S = 1.013 and C
2 = 2.14 fm−1.
• CRC eets for 16O(d,p)17O at 15 MeV are weak (a few perent).
• For 40Ca(d,p)41Ca at 11 MeV, CRC inreases the transfer ross setion by ≈ 20% whih produes lower SFs.
This makes the inonsisteny SF/ANC more severe.
Another soure of higher order eets omes from expliit multi-step exitations of the target. These targets are
spherial but vibrate, and thus there are several possible ouplings that ould be onsidered within the oupled hannel
Born approximation (CCBA). Taking into aount the nulear deformation lengths determined from nuleon inelasti
studies [42, 43℄, we have inluded the exited state of the target that ouples most strongly to the ground state, the
3− state. Again the deuteron optial potential is retted to reprodue the elasti sattering orretly. We nd that
for
14
C, these ouplings have very little eet. This is not the ase for both
16
O and
40
Ca.
Let us rst onsider
17
O. Its ground state is desribed in terms of a oupled-hannel equation that generates a
dominant d5/2 omponent. Changing r0 an have a dramati eet in the struture omposition (mixing in p- and
f-waves), and thus one needs to limit the range of single partile parameters where a realisti struture is preserved.
Results are shown in table V. Inluding the oupling to the 3− state, redues the transfer ross setion, inreasing
the SF. The resulting ANC of the d5/2 for a unit SF, is 0.56 fm
−1
.
8Table V: Variation of the SFs and the ANCs with r0 for CCBA alulations of
16
O(d, p)17O at Ed = 15 MeV.
r0 SF b(1d5/2) C2(d5/2)
1.16 1.28 0.6795 0.59
1.20 1.17 0.7003 0.58
1.24 1.08 0.7215 0.56
1.28 0.99 0.7430 0.55
1.32 0.92 0.7647 0.53
Table VI: Variation of the SFs and the ANCs with r0 for CCBA alulations of
40
Ca(d, p)41Ca at Ed = 11 MeV.
r0 SF b(1f7/2) C2(f7/2)
1.22 1.16 1.7869 2.07
1.24 1.09 1.8541 3.75
1.26 1.03 1.9233 3.81
1.28 0.97 1.9944 3.85
1.30 0.91 2.0674 3.88
In the
41
Ca ase, the situation is dierent. Taking again only values of r0 that generate oupled-hannel wavefun-
tions for
41
Ca that are still dominantly f7/2, one obtains transfer ross setions that are smaller than in the single
partile ase. Thus the extrated SFs are higher (see table VI). Nevertheless, the ANCs assoiated with the f7/2
omponent are still muh smaller than the number extrated from the sub-Coulomb measurement. We have performed
CRC iterations on CCBA alulations for
40
Ca(d, p)41Ca at Ed = 11 MeV. In this ase the transfer ouplings involved
are: d+40Ca(g.s.) → p+41Ca(g.s.) and d+40Ca(3−1 ) → p+41Ca(g.s.), with spetrosopi fators as in table VI. We
nd the piture does not hange signiantly.
E. DBWA with a simultaneous t
Table VII: Single partile orbitals adjusted to produe the experimental ANC, when SF is unity.
15
C
17
O
41
Ca
r0 (fm) 1.10 1.25 1.30
a (fm) 0.52 0.60 0.75
C2 (fm−1) 1.62 0.68 8.24
Rrms(fm) 5.1 3.5 4.2
It is impossible to rule out other exitation mehanisms whih may ontribute to the transfer proess, however we
do not expet these will be stronger than the ones disussed in setion IIID. One interesting question is whether there
would be any way of obtaining the desired onsisteny between SF and ANC within the simplied DWBA piture,
speially in the
41
Ca ase, where the mismath is so large. We assume that we an introdue all higher order proesses
into a loal eetive deuteron optial potential. We impose that the SF for a neutron outside a losed shell be unity,
and hose the single partile parameters suh that they reprodue the ANC extrated from experiment. We perform
a nine parameter t of the deuteron optial potential to both the elasti and the transfer data. Our starting potential
is that obtained in setion III B. The t onsists of a standard χ2 minimization proedure and the ode sfreso is
used [36℄. For eah ase we do nd a potential that is able to reprodue the elasti and the transfer simultaneously,
under the onstraint of SFs and ANCs. The resulting real (Vt2) and imaginary (Wt2) potentials from this t are
presented for all three reations, as the dashed lines (t2) in Figs. 10. The parameters are expliitly shown in table
VIII. The solid lines orrespond to the previous elasti t (t1), whose parameters were shown in table II. It appears
that for
14
C+d at Ed = 14 MeV, the real part beomes slightly more diuse, whereas for
41
Ca+d at Ed = 11 MeV, it
beomes learly less diuse. The
16
O+d at Ed = 15MeV ase is rather unhanged, whih reets the fat that to start
with the inonsisteny in this ase was minor. We nd that the most signiant hange in the resulting potentials is
9Table VIII: Deuteron optial potential parameters resulting from the simultaneous t to elasti and transfer data.
A Ebeam (MeV) VR(MeV) RR (fm) aR (fm) Wd(MeV) RI (fm) aI (fm) Vso(MeV) Rso (fm) aso (fm)
14 14 113.015 0.902 0.875 10.659 1.007 0.900 14.342 1.281 0.694
16 15 111.531 0.948 0.871 10.211 1.635 0.437 10.991 0.505 0.541
40 11 126.922 1.004 0.500 5.625 1.800 0.736 6.606 0.988 0.4038
an inrease of the imaginary part in the surfae region, whih is obtained either by a large imaginary depth or by a
shift toward the surfae. This suggests that the standard DWBA is overestimating the surfae ontribution.
Changes in the deep interior do not reet sensitivity of the transfer proess to this region. Transfer reations are
known to be surfae peaked. This usually means that impat parameters smaller than the sum of the projetile and
target radii do not ontribute to the reation. In A(d, p)B, this is related to the uto on RdA. The results of this
standard peripherality hek is shown in Fig. 11 for the three reations under study. The perentage ratio of the ross
setion integrated up to RdA = R to the total transfer ross setion R(%) is plotted. In the deep interior this ratio is
zero and it goes to 100 % for large distanes. The region where it inreases rapidly orresponds to the surfae region,
where the transfer takes plae.
However, to probe the sensitivity to the SF, one needs to analyse the dependene with RnA. Under a zero range
approximation of the deuteron, these two tests would be idential. When taking into aount the nite range of Vnp
and the remnant part of the full transition operator, peripherality in RdA is not equivalent to peripherality in RnA.
To illustrate this fat, peripherality tests were performed by evaluating the interior ontribution to the total transfer
ross setion relative to RnA. These peripherality tests are based on DWBAf (t 1) and DWBA with the deuteron
potential t simulaneously to elasti and transfer (t 2). We take the radial integrals in the oordinates of RnA, RpB,
and trunate the integration in RnA to a maximum value r:
dσ
dΩ
(r) ∼ (
∫ ∞
0
∫ r
0
ψ
(−)
f I
B
An∆V ϕpn ψ
(+)
i dRnAdRBp)
2. (4)
The perentage ratio of this value to the full integration is presented in Fig. 12. As before, if r = 0 fm, the ratio
should be zero, and it should tail o at 100 % when r beomes very large. Results show that, in all ases there is
no ontribution up to 2 fm. One an also see that, even though 14 MeV is above the Coulomb barrier, the
14
C(d, p)
happens at rather large distanes, due to its loosely bound nature. Contributions up to 20 % from the surfae/interior
are present in both
16
O+ d at Ed = 15 MeV and
41
Ca+ d at Ed = 11 MeV.
IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
In this work we have studied transfer reations to states onsidered good single partiles, with three dierent Q-
values, namely
14
C(d,p)
15
C(g.s.) at Elabd = 14 MeV,
16
O(d,p)
17
O(g.s.) at Elabd = 15 MeV
40
Ca(d,p)
41
Ca(g.s.) at
Elabd = 11 MeV. All these reations are above the Coulomb barrier and therefore ontain some information from the
interior. The standard DWBA method, using global optial potentials and the typial single partile parameters,
produes SFs in agreement with shell model preditions, however the orresponding ANCs are not onsistent with
those extrated from independent measurements. If one imposes, within the DWBA formulation, ANCs that are
onsistent with the experimental values, the extrated SFs are signiantly redued ompared to the shell model
preditions.
Some improvements on the SF/ANC mismath an be obtained by using a deuteron optial potential tted diretly
to the orresponding elasti data, at the relevant energy. In partiular, for
16
O(d,p) we obtain SF/ANC onsisteny.
However the problem for the other two ases is not resolved. The deuteron adiabati potential, whih takes into
aount breakup, an hange the SF up to 30 %. This improves the situation for 14C(d,p) but fails to bring the 41Ca
ANC anywhere lose to the value extrated from an independent sub-Coulomb measurement.
Deuteron breakup is not the only important ingredient to the solution of this problem: in all ases we nd an
inuene of surfae higher order eets. For
14
C(d,p)
15
C(g.s.) at Elabd = 14 MeV, CCBA eets are negligible but
CRC eets produe a redution of the ANC onsistent with unity SF: C2 = 2.14 fm−1, a signiant redution
ompared to the DWBA ase, whih together with the redution from deuteron breakup produes an ANC muh
loser to the experimental value C2 = 1.48 ± 0.18 fm−1. For 16O(d,p)17O(g.s.) at Elabd = 15 MeV, CRC eets are
small but CCBA ouplings to the 3− state in 16O were found to be important. This brings down the C2 from 0.76 to
0.56, neither too far from the experimental number 0.67± 0.05 fm−1. Finally, the 40Ca(d,p)41Ca(g.s.) ase remains
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problemati: both CRC and CCBA are relevant but at in the wrong diretion. Overall, an ANC, onsistent with
unity SF, falls short by nearly a fator of 2.
Contrary to (e,e'p) measurements, transfer reations are surfae peaked and it is disonerting that the traditional
methods to handle higher order eets at the surfae are not able to solve the SF/ANC disrepany for one of our
test ases. The very fat that, even when the energies are well above the Coulomb barrier, there is suh a large
ontribution from the peripheral region, makes it extremely important to pin down the ANC input unambiguously.
We annot rule out the possibility of a problem in the
41
Ca ANC we extrated from other data. Experiments to
measure ANCs for this ase is ruial to settle this matter. In the future we suggest that experiments be designed for
the extration of ANCs in parallel with the orresponding experiments aimed at extrating SFs.
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Figure 4: a) Elasti sattering t
14
C + d; b) 14C(d, p)15C at Ed = 14 MeV with a tted deuteron potentials (DWBAf). Both
elasti and transfer data from [32℄.
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Figure 5: a) Elasti sattering t
14
C+d; b) 16O(d, p)17O at Ed = 15 MeV with a tted deuteron potentials (DWBAf). Elasti
data from [37℄ and transfer data from [33℄.
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Figure 6: a) Elasti sattering t
14
C + d; b) 40Ca(d, p)41Ca at Ed = 11 MeV with a tted deuteron potentials (DWBAf).
Elasti data from [38℄ and transfer data from [34℄.
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Figure 7:
14
C(d, p)15C at Ed = 14 MeV with ADWA. Data from [32℄.
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Figure 8:
16
O(d, p)17O at Ed = 15 MeV with ADWA. Data from [33℄.
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Figure 9:
40
Ca(d, p)41Ca at Ed = 11 MeV with ADWA. Data from [34℄.
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Figure 10: Optial potentials: ts to elasti sattering only - real (Vt1) and imaginary (Wt1) - and simultaneous ts to the
elasti and transfer hannel - real (Vt2) and imaginary (Wt2). a)
14
C + d at Ed = 14 MeV, b)
16
O+ d at Ed = 15 MeV, )
41
Ca + d at Ed = 11 MeV.
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Figure 11: Peripherality test for the reations (using a ut in the radial distane between projetile and target): a)
14
C+ d at
Ed = 14 MeV, b)
16
O+ d at Ed = 15 MeV, )
41
Ca + d at Ed = 11 MeV.
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Figure 12: Peripherality test for the reations (using uto in the radial distane RnA): a)
14
C+ d at Ed = 14 MeV, b)
16
O+ d
at Ed = 15 MeV, )
41
Ca+ d at Ed = 11 MeV.
